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1. WATER, WATER. EVERYWHERE

.

Drink plentv of water, preferably chilled.
Being proper i y hydrated suppresses the
appetite, increases calorie burning (especially
water) and helps remove
lf y° u d ™ k
toxins. Another added benefit of drinking
,
.
LO 3 pe!TOCt WaiSI. pl enrv 0 f ware r is that it helps increase
your metabolism and improve muscle tone.
Maintaining a two litre a day habit will also
speed up exercise recovery, prevent water
Pilates instructor and personal trainer retention and promote bowel regularity,
for 20 years, Eva Berg's studio in south
county Dublin has become notorious
2. RES 1R1CTED ACCESS
for working miracles on improving fitness Always wear tight waistbands and belts. A
and creating killer silhouettes. This summer, comfortable pressure will send a signal to
your brain if you are overindulging and help
she is releasing A Wicked Little Workout
for the Waist DVD, a 20-minute, burlesque- you to reduce your meal portions. A tight
themed workout that can be used at home
waistband will also make you aware if your
stomach is bloated.
or on the go to help you get in shape, with
30 per cent of the proceeds going to her
favourite charity the ISPCC. These moves 3. BEAT THE BLOAT
dairy and wheat
Avoid foods that bloat
are specific to working the abdominals
and obliques, complimenting the female being the worst offenders. If you are prone
form and avoiding a 'body building' look, to bloating, consider having an allergy test.
"To accentuate the female curve and subtle
It is possible that you may have too much
definition, it is important that the ratio bacteria in your intestine and a simple
of w aist-to-hip becomes defined and the remedy like peppermint oil could help reduce
stomach flat and taut, with a slight oblique discomfort. Always consult your doctor with
any unusual symptoms.
definition." Here are her top tips:
,

The rush is on to get your body bikini ready. Pilates
doyenne and Champion Of the flat tummy and
waist Eva Berg shares her top ten tips
nipped-in
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4. BLANK THE BLANC

7. MOVERS AND SHAPERS

-

The easiest one to remember if it's white,
leave it out! Reduce white food such as rice,
bread, pasta, potatoes and dairy. You don't
want to have a 'carb face' look and thick
waisrline.

A fantastic move for the stomach and waist
is the traditional Pilates move, the cris-cross.
It is simple, effective and does so much to
the waist in a short space of time. It is a

clever combination of an oblique crunch and
double leg
arc lengthening
as well as toning. Lie on your back with your
knees bent, lift one leg at a time into table
top, fully supporting your head with both
hands, keep the elbows out and wide and
twist just below the ribcagc taking the right
shoulder to your left knee as you extend
your right leg at a 45 degree angle and then
change sides. Repeat 20 times on each side.

5. AND. ..BREATHE
Core activate as much as you can throughout
the day, this tones the deeper stomach
muscles and creates an inrcru.il corset which
gives that nipped in look. Familiarise yourself
with your own stomach muscles. When you
can feel the lower and deeper muscles of the
stomach gently flattening and tightening
at the end of a heavy exhale, keep the core
muscles in this gentle

The

most

effective waistline sculpting

8. FLATPACK

in my D VD and the sequence and format
moves is important. We took the best
of the Pilates matwork moves for the waist
and stomach and combined them in the most
efficient way for the wicked little workout

of the

DVD.

6. QUIT CRUNCHING
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9. SIDEWAYS

The
side
is
another
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the iower back> take
the knees away. Also
keep the shoulders
out of the ears and
hold for one minute
if possible,
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Be wary of the overused humble crunch.
Some exercises are more effective than others
in creating an hourglass shape. It really is no
good just doing hundreds of crunches, this
will not reduce the sides of your waist, it will
merely, if done properly, flatten the front of
your stomach. If you crunch, without core
activating and exhaling on the upward phase
of the movement, it will do very little except
possibly emphasize the abdominals, which
may look good on burly spartans but do
nothing for women!
wgrn

.

a
move for
flattening the stomach and strengthening the
core and lower back but you must be careful
not to aggravate the back or mid trapezius.
Lie on your stomach, support yourself on
your elbows, core connect and raise the
stomach and pelvis away from the mat, tuck
your tailbone under and if there is no stress in

moves

are
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right hand until

your

bend
great

cyclical
move
to
redl,ce the waist ; Iie
on you| . r|ght
push off on your
right arm is straight,

CL
r iI, ri >"Lir hi]Ts sr.ickci ,ind loer
forward of the pelvis and repeat 30 times on
side.
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weight and shape, alcohol
calories as dietary fat
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Reducing

your alcohol
intake will help you to lose weight and may,
i n Particular, reduce your waist size. ■
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